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A concept is proposed for producing wind shear information
displays that would be useful to flight crews for wind shear
avoidance and situational awareness. This concept integrates
forward-look wind shear information with airplane performance
capabilities to predict future airplane energy state as a
function of range. The information could be displayed to a crew
either in terms of energy height or airspeed deviations. The
concept should offer benefits over previously proposed displays
of wind velocity or shear strength, since the latter two concepts
may require further interpretation by the crew to determine the
actual hazard to the airplane. The anticipated benefits of the
proposed display information concept are: I) a wind shear hazard
product that scales directly to the performance impact on the
airplane and that has intuitive meaning to flight crews, 2) a
reduction in flight crew workload by automatic processing of
relevant hazard parameters, and 3) a continuous display of
predicted airplane energy state if the approach is continued.
Such a display may be used to improve pilot situational awareness
or improve pilot confidence in wind shear alerts generated by
other systems. This paper describes the display concept and
provides the algorithms necessary for implementation in a
simulation system.
Introduction
Numerous air carrier accidents and incidents have resulted
from inadvertent encounters with the atmospheric wind shear
associated with "microburst" phenomena, in some cases resulting
in heavy loss of life. A m]croburst is a strong, localized
downdraft that strikes the ground, producing winds that diverge
radially from the impact point. An airplane penetrating the
center of a microburst will initially encounter an increasing
headwind, which improves airplane climb angle performance, and
will then encounter a strong downdraft and rapidly increasing
tailwind. The effects of the downdraft and increasing tailwind
may easily exceed the climb and acceleration capabilities of the
airplane, caulking an unavoidable loss of altitude and airspeed.
This safety hazard [s being addressed by the NASA, FAA, and
industry in a program tc reduce the threat of convective
microburst wind shear phenomena to aircraft through hazard
characterization, improved wind shear detection and warning,
development of recovery juidance, and crew training. Although
microburst avoidance is the goal of this research, the ability to
reliably predict or detect a microburst in an airplane's flight
path, in an operational environment, does not yet exist. Prior
flight deck research has therefore concentrated on recovery from
inadvertent wind shear encounters (reference I).
With the continued development of sensors for measuring wind
shear ahead of an airplane (reference 2), research has been
initiated into the presentation of this information to the flight
crew. Among the issues is the question of what information should
be displayed to the crew. Among the concepts that have been
proposed for display are: I) along-path wind components at
various distances from the airplane, and 2) the "F-factor" hazard
index (reference I) ahead of the airplane. The first concept is
thought to be limited in its usefulness to the crew, in that the
hazard of a wind shear to an airplane correlates poorly to the
magnitude of a wind change, but is instead related to the spatial
gradient of the wind change. It is further constrained in that
the horizontal wind is but one of two relevant wind components;
the vertical wind contribution must also be accounted for. The
second concept, the "F-factor" hazard index, completely describes
the impact of the wind shear on airplane performance at any point
in the wind shear, but the total hazard of a wind shear event
will depend on the persistence of hazardous F-factor values. Very
high F-factor values may not be hazardous if the persistence time
is low. Additional processing of the F-factor information may be
necessary to provide a wind shear display that can be quickly and
accurately interpreted by a flight crew during the high workload
approach phase of flight. Such a display may be used to improve
pilot situational awareness or improve pilot confidence in wind
shear alerts generated by other systems. This paper describes a
concept for processing the F-factor hazard index and provides the









Total airplane drag, ibf
Total airplane energy, ft-lbf
Energy height, ft
Wind shear F-factor, radians
Gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec 2


























Length of sensor range bin, ft
Airplane mass, slugs
Nominal energy height change, ft
Airplane performance factor, radians
Sum of energy height changes, ft
Total airplane thrust, ibf





Vertical wind speed, ft/sec
Horizontal wind speed, ft/sec
Change in energy height, ft
Change in time, sec
Change in airspeed, ft/sec
Wing angle of attack, radians
Inertial flight path angle, radians
Air-mass flight path angle, radians
Assumed future flight path angle, radians
Potential flight path angle, radians
Airplane pitch attitude, radians
The subscript i indicates the value in the (i)th range bin. A dot




The F-factor, described in the section below entitled
"Display Information Algorithms", is a function of the rate of
change of horizontal wind, downdraft velocity, and airplane
airspeed. The F-factor scales directly to airplane performance,
in terms of the constant airspeed climb gradient capability of
the airplane. For example, an airplane with a 0.14 radian climb
gradient capability flying in a wind shear F-factor of 0.10 will
only be able to climb at a 0.04 gradient at constant airspeed. A
climb gradient of 0.14 can be maintained, however, by slowing the
airplane to convert excess kinetic energy to potential energy.
Obviously this higher climb gradient can only be maintained for a
short time, until a critically low airspeed is reached.
By examining the relationship of airplane performance to the
F-factor ahead of the airplane, the rate of change of airplane
energy height (total kinetic and potential energy per unit
weight) can be determined. If this change rate is then integrated
with respect to range, the change in energy height as a function
of range can be determined. The predicted energy height change
can then be compared to the expected change in energy height, due
to the expected loss of altitude while tracking the glide slope,
to arrive at a hazard index that is a function of airplane
performance, wind shear F-factor strength, and the duration spent
in various shear strength regions. Alternatively, the rate of
change of airspeed can be determined and integrated to show the
crew the airspeed deviation, as a function of range, if the
approach were to be continued at an assumed flight path angle and
thrust. By changing the sensor scan azimuth, a map-like
presentation of the hazard could be generated.
The anticipated benefits of this display concept are: I) a
wind shear hazard product that scales directly to the performance
impact on the airplane and that has intuitive meaning to flight
crews, 2) a reduction in flight crew workload by automatic
processing of relevant hazard parameters, and 3) a continuous
display of predicted airplane energy state if the approach is
continued.
A limitation of this display concept is that the airplane
performance continuously varies with throttle position, therefore
the display a]gorithms must incorporate assumptions about the
manipulation of thrust during an approach. This may be a
fundamental limitation of any forward-look display concept, since
the apparent severity of a win<] shear depends on thrust
management. In addition to thrust assumptions, flight path angle
assumptions must be made for the airspeed deviation calculations.
Although energy height change is nearly invariant with flight
path angle, the rate of change of airspeed will depend on the
flight path angle flown. Piloted simulations will be needed to
verify the operational usefulness of the assumptions made.
Display Information Algorithms
The concepts of airplane energy height and potential flight
path angle were discussed in reference 1, and relevant equations
are repeated here. The airplane flight path and wind components
are related by the coordinate system shown in figure I.
The airplane total energy is defined as the sum of the air-
mass-relative kinetic energy and the inertial potential energy.
Air mass kinetic energy is used since airspeed describes the
airplane's ability to climb or maintain altitude. Inertial
potential energy is likewise used since it is altitude above the
ground that is relevant to the recovery. Airplane total energy is
then defined as:
E = MV2/2 + Mgh (1)
where V is airspeed, M is airplane mass, g is gravitational
acceleration, and h is altitude. The specific total energy (E per
unit weight), or energy height is:
E h = V2/(2g) + h (2)
The rate of change of E h is also the potential rate of climb
of the airplane, assuming a negligible energy loss when trading
airspeed for climb rate, and is:
E h = hp = VV/g + h (3)
From reference 1, the inertial flight path angle can be
approximated by:
= (T - D)/W - Wx/g + Wh/V - V/g (4)
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where T is airplane thrust, D is airplane drag, and W is airplane
weight. To simplify the notation, the airplane performance term
will be replaced with the variable P.
P = (T - D)/W (5)
The two wind terms describe the wind shear impact on the climb
angle capability of the airplane, in terms of the
horizontal shear (W) and vertical wind (Wh) , and define the
"F-factor" x
F = Wx/g - Wh/V (6)
By setting the airspeed rate to zero in equation 4, the
potential flight path angle is obtained. Multiplying the
potential flight path angle by airplane ground speed produces a
small angle approximation to the potential rate of climb. The
potential rate of climb is also the rate of change of energy
height required for the forward-look display concept.
]p = P - F
E h = Vg(P - F)
Equation 4 also provides the necessary relationships to
determine the rate of change of airspeed required to maintain a
given flight path angle.
(7)
(8)
V = g(P - F - %) (9)
To produce the information to be displayed, the quantities
described in equations 8 and 9 must be integrated along the range
scanned by a forward-look sensor. It is assumed that the sensor
can measure the average radial wind component in numerous range
"bins" of length L. From these wind measurements the F-factor
will be estimated. The absolute change in energy height across
any range bin is the rate of change in energy height, given in
equation 8, multiplied by the time spent in that range bin. For
the purposes of determining time spent in a range bin, it is
assumed that the ground speed is constant while in that bin. The
time spent in a bin is then:
AT = L/V (10)g
and the change in energy height in the (i)th bin is:
AEh,i : EhAT = L(p i - Fi) (11)
Letting S be the estimated energy height in bin(i):1
Si = AEh, i , i : I (12)
: S. + dEh i > 1Si i-] ,i '
where 1 is the first, or nearest, range bin. The nominal energy
height in each bin is found from the gradient of the glide slope:
N. = -0.05L , i = ]
i (13)
N. = N. - 0.05L , i > I
i i-1
The hazard is the difference between the nominal and estimated
energy height in each bin:
G. = S. - N. (14)
1 1 1
Likewise, the change in airspeed across the (i)th bin can be
expressed by:
- F - % )/V
AV i = gL(Pi i f,i g,i
(15)
is an assumed flight path angle target in the (i)th
where %f,i
range bin. Thls will generally be the glide slope gradient. Since
the display concept attempts to predict future airspeed
deviations if the approach is continued, the assumed flight path
angle will be changed to zero when the F-factor exceeds a
critical value. This simulates the beginning of a recovery
maneuver upon an assumed activation of a reactive alert. The
resultant airspeed deviation in bin(i) is then:
U. = AV. , i = I1 1
Ui = Ui_ I + AV.I , i > I
(16)
The calculations above require an estimate of the F-factor
from forward-look data. This estimate can be obtained from the
wind divergence seen by the forward-look sensor. The relationship
is explained in reference 1 and is repeated here:
W h : -2aW h (17)
0x
This estimate is most accurate near the core of the
microburst and near the ground. Fortunately, this is also the
most hazardous region for an airplane encounter. Obviously, at
high altitudes a large downdraft can exist with small horizontal
wind gradients and, near the ground at a large distance from the
core, a large wind gradient may exist with little or no
downdraft. This estimate of W h will therefore tend to correctly
estimate the F-factor in the most hazardous region, overestimate
the F-factor near the ground at a distance from the core, and
underestimate the F-factor at high altitudes in the core.
Additional research is needed to develop improved relationships
between horizontal wind gradients and microburst downdrafts, so
that more accurate F-factor estimates can be derived from
forward-look sensor data.
Forward-Look Display Preliminary Evaluation
A preliminary evaluation of the above algorithms was
accomplished in a simple batch simulation of a sensor observing a
microburst. The batch simulation permits the range bin size, scan
elevation angle, and minimum and maximum scan distances to be
varied. In operational use, different sensor scan elevation
angles might be used to reduce ground clutter or observe a
departure path prior to takeoff. The intensity and location of
the microburst relative to the airplane can also be varied. Also,
the assumptions made about thrust management can be varied. Three
methods of treating thrust are implemented: I) fix P at the
normal approach value of -0.05; 2) vary P to maintain a constant
airspeed but limit the range of P; 3) fix P at -0.05 until the
F-factor exceeds a critical limit, then assume maximum go-around
thrust. To simulate an autothrottle, equation 9 is used to
determine the P value required to maintain a constant airspeed at
the desired flight path angle of -0.05. For the airspeed
deviation display, the assumed flight path angle is the glide
slope gradient in the range bins closest to the airplane. When a
range bin is detected where the F-factor exceeds 0.15, remaining
bins are processed assuming a zero flight path angle. The result
is a prediction of airspeed deviation if the pilot continues the
approach until receiving a reactive alert, and then maintains
level flight.
In each case, the observation point was placed at an initial
altitude and distance from a microburst model, and the display
product for each range bin was determined. The observation point
was then moved towards the microburst and lowered in altitude by
an amount equivalent to 10 seconds of flight on a glide slope. It
was assumed that the length of each range bin was 450 feet, and
that the sensor scanned from a minimum distance of 1000 feet to a
maximum distance of ]2000 feet ahead of the airplane. Performance
capabilities of a Boeing 737-100 were assumed, and the reference
approach speed used was 137 knots. For the purpose of estimating
the F-factor, this airspeed is used in all range bins. An
additional development of the concept might estimate airspeed in
each range bin and use that value to estimate F-factor.
The microburst model (reference 3) represents an
axisymmetric stagnation point flow that satisfies mass continuity
and includes boundary layer effects near the ground. The boundary
layer effects and spatial variation in outflow and downflow
closely match real-world observations. The model permits a
particular microburst to be simulated by specifying three
characteristic parameters: I) radius of downflow, 2) maximum
outflow wind speed, and 3) the altitude at which the maximum
outflow occurs. The maximum outflow occurs at a radius 12 percent
greater than the radius of downflow. For this effort, the
microburst has a maximum outflow of 37 knots at an altitude of
120 feet and at a radius of 2391 feet. The radius of downflow is
2133 feet. Figure 2 shows the outflow and downdraft speed as a
function of altitude. The outflow is shown at the maximum outflow
radius, and the downdraft is shown at the core. Figure 3 shows
the outflow and downdraft speed as a function of radius from the
microburst core. The wind speeds are plotted for altitudes of 120
feet and 500 feet.
In each example shown, the hazard was calculated twice in
each range bin. The first calculation used an F-factor based on
the actual value of the downdraft velocity and the horizontal
wind gradient as supplied by the microburst model. This is the
F-factor that would be seen by an airplane in the center of the
range bin at the given approach speed. The resulting hazard
factor is labeled "Real". The real hazard is always measured
along the glide slope, even if the scan elevation angle for the
simulated sensor is different from the glide slope. The second
calculation used an F-factor based on an estimate of the wind
gradient and downdraft, derived using only the horizontal wind
magnitude in each bin. The scan elevation angle is used to
determine the altitude of each bin for this calculation. The
resulting estimate of the hazard factor is labeled "Est". This
estimate is representative of information that might be obtained
from sensors currently under development.
Preliminary Evahmtion Results
The accompanying tables show the results of the display
algorithms for both the energy height and airspeed error outputs.
The results shown are the numerical outputs, and it is not
proposed that this format be used in an actual display. An actual
energy height display, for example, may color code ranges where
the energy height deviation is between 100 and 200 feet, between
200 and 300 feet, and over 300 feet. Alternatively, a forward-
look display could show a map of the F-factor, with superimposed
numeric indications of the loss in energy height. An energy
height change of 300 feet is equivalent in magnitude to the
change in kinetic energy caused by slowing from the approach
airspeed to the stick shaker airspeed. The tables show, for each
range bin, the distance from the sensor to the center of the
range bin, the real and estimated F-factor in that bin, the
assumed value of P in that bin (based on the estimated F-factor),
and the real and estimated hazard level. Energy height errors are
shown in feet, and the sign convention is such that a gain in
energy height is shown by positive numbers. Airspeed errors are
shown in knots, and positive numbers indicate an increase in
airspeed with respect to the nominal approach speed.
Table I shows the energy height error for a case where the
scan elevation angle was -3 degrees, the initial airplane
altitude was ]200 feet above ground level, and the initial
distance to the microburst was 22000 feet. This geometry placed
the glide slope at an altitude of 100 feet in the core of the
microburst. In this run the thrust was fixed for a P value of
0.05. At time zero, the core of the microburst is beyond the
range of the sensor, but the performance increase of the leading
edge of wind shear is seen. At time = 50 seconds, the core of the
microburst is in sensor range, and the performance signature of a
microburst can be seen, with a large performance increase
I0
followed by a large loss in energy height. For reasons discussed
above, the F-factor estimate exceeds the actual F-factor
approaching the core and is less than the actual value in the
core itself. This causes the display algorithm to overestimate
the performance increase and underestimate the performance
decrease. Both the real and estimated change in energy height,
from the peak of the increase to the peak of the decrease, is
nearly 700 feet. Piloted simulation studies would be required to
determine the acceptability and implications of these errors.
At time = 60 seconds, the performance decreasing region of
the wind shear is entirely in view of the sensor. Note that the
range bin of the greatest displayed hazard does not coincide with
the location of the core of the microburst, but is at the last
range bin where the F-factor exceeds the performance factor. This
is physically correct, since the airplane energy will continue to
deteriorate as long as the F-factor is above this value, and the
minimum energy state will occur at the end of the wind shear.
This phenomena may have operational implications, however, since
the pilot may interpret the hazard as being farther from the
airplane than it actually is. Piloted simulations will be
required to answer this issue.
Another artifact of this output is that the magnitude of the
hazard appears to increase as the core is approached. At a time
of 60 seconds (at a distance of 8125 feet from the core) the
maximum estimated energy height loss is 351 feet. This increases
to 683 feet at time = 80 seconds (at a distance of 3500 feet from
the core). The actual microburst model is time invariant. This
apparent increase in shear strength is due to two related
factors: I) The batch program is not an airplane simulation, but
simply moves the observation point forward at each time. The
airspeed of the sensor is always assumed to be 137 knots, and
predicted energy changes (other than the nominal change in
altitude along the glide slope) do not actually occur. For
example, the energy increase predicted between the airplane and
the core at time = 60 seconds does not occur. 2) As the sensor
nears the core, the performance-increasing range bins drop out of
the scan. When only performance-decreasing range bins are
included in the hazard integration, the predicted loss in energy
height at the core becomes more severe. Batch simulations that
include an airplane model should more accurately predict the
display output during an approach.
Table 2 shows a run beginning with the same initial
conditions, but allowing the autothrottle assumption to vary P
between -0.07 and 0.05. The lower P value corresponds to an
engine-pressure ratio (EPR) of about 1.I and the higher P value
corresponds to an EPR of about 1.56. The maximum value of P that
I!
can be achieved in the approach configuration for the assumed
airplane is about 0.14. Examination of the data shows that the
effect of the autothrottle assumption is to reduce the magnitude
of the displayed hazard and reduce the distance to the microburst
where a hazardous level of energy loss is first indicated, since
the extra available thrust partially compensates for the effects
of the wind shear. In the first case, the distance to the core is
about 8000 or 9000 feet when the estimated energy height loss
exceeds 300 feet. In the second case, the range is only about
5000 feet when this threshold is exceeded. This effect indicates
that assumptions about thrust management must be carefully made
to produce a display that displays hazardous shears, yet appears
to the crew to provide a correlation between the predicted energy
situation and the actual outcome. If thrust is assumed fixed,
then the shear will be accurately portrayed, but the pilot may
lose confidence in the system since the airplane energy state
will remain better than predicted. If thrust is allowed to freely
vary, the display may better predict the future energy state, but
the full magnitude of the hazard will not be displayed, and the
pilot will not know the assumptions being made about future
thrust levels. Piloted simulation studies will be required to
evaluate operational considerations and better define the optimal
thrust assumptions.
Table 3 shows a run with the same initial conditions, but
yet another thrust management assumption. This run assumed that P
remains fixed at -0.05 until the F-factor exceeds a value of
0.15. At that point a maximum performance recovery effort is
assumed, and P is set to 0.14. This assumption greatly reduces
the displayed hazard level in the core, and even at a range of
3500 feet from the core the maximum hazard is shown as a 244 foot
loss of energy height. A display of low hazard level could be due
either to a mild shear and a P value of -0.05, or a severe shear
and a P value of 0.14. Since the pilot would be unaware which
thrust value is required to achieve the displayed energy state,
this thrust management assumption does not appear to be a good
candidate for implementation without further pilot aiding
information.
Tables 4 and 5 show the effect on the display of altering
the scan elevation angle (Table 4) or changing the approach
geometry (Table 5). In both cases the thrust is fixed at the
normal approach value. In table 4, the scan angle of the forward-
look sensor has been raised to zero degrees. The initial
conditions are otherwise the same as in example I. The table
column containing the "real" hazard continues to be calculated
along the glide slope. The data shows that raising the scan
elevation does not appreciably degrade the estimated F-factor and
hazard.
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The approach geometry was altered in table 5 so that the
core of the microburst would be penetrated at an altitude of 400
feet. Comparison of the real and estimated hazard shows that the
intensity of the shear is underestimated in the core, due to the
higher ratio of downdraft to horizontal divergence at the higher
altitude. The display still predicts a hazardous energy state,
however, before the distance to the core has decreased to 10000
feet.
Tables 6 through ]0 show airspeed error data for the same
run conditions as tables I through 5, respectively. Display of
airspeed error may have the advantage of being more intuitively
obvious to pilots than energy height, although a color-coded
version of the two displays may look identical. Different colors
could be used, for example, to display airspeed losses of 15 to
20 knots, 20 to 25 knots, 25 to 30 knots, and greater than 30
knots. Alternatively, F-factor could be displayed in color-coded
format with superimposed labels showing the airspeed loss
predicted at various ranges. The data of table I, where thrust is
fixed at a nominal approach value, shows an estimate of a 40 knot
increase in airspeed, followed by a large airspeed loss, in the
scan taken at time = 50 seconds. The predicted airspeed loss
exceeds 30 knots when the range to the core is over 10000 feet
(at time= 50 seconds), and grows to over 70 knots when the core
is 3500 feet away (at time = 80 seconds).
The large airspeed loss is almost equal to the actual wind
change magnitude in the microburst (74 knots) and is the result
of assumed level flight through the microburst core (after the
F-factor exceeds 0.]5) at approach thrust. In this respect, the
assumptions made about flight path angle and thrust are not
compatible. Also, an airplane could obviously not remain airborne
while 70 knots below approach speed. This analysis considers only
energy tradeoffs, and does not include airplane stall dynamics or
predict a flight path. It is believed, however, that this does
not diminish the usefulness of the display, since an indication
that 70 knots airspeed loss would be needed to maintain an
acceptable trajectory would be adequate grounds for avoidance of
the weather phenomena. The assumptions in this example predict a
much larger airspeed loss than would be experienced in an actual
approach. At the other extreme, allowing an autothrottle to use
maximum thrust and assuming a constant 3 degree descent angle
could greatly reduce the displayed hazard, possibly leading the
crew into a situation where a descent is needed to maintain
airspeed at full thrust. Additional analysis and piloted
simulations are necessary to develop the appropriate thrust and
flight path angle assumptions.
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The remaining tables, 7 through ]0, use the same variations
in thrust assumptions and approach geometry as were used for
tables 2 through 5 for the energy height display. These tables
show the same error trends and thrust effects that were discussed
for the energy height display, and will not be individually
discussed.
In addition to the display cases shown in this report,
additional analysis should be conducted to predict the display
information generated from other wind shear models, including
gust front and temperature inversion shears and turbulence.
Concluding Remarks
A candidate concept is presented for producing hazard
display information that would be useful to flight crews for wind
shear avoidance and situational awareness. This concept
integrates forward-look wind shear information with airplane
performance capabilities to predict future airplane energy state
as a function of range, subject to assumptions about future
thrust levels and flight path angle. The information could be
displayed to a crew either in terms of energy height or airspeed
deviations. The concept attempts to inform the crew of the energy
consequences of continuing an approach. The display concept
should offer benefits over previously proposed displays of wind
velocity or F-factor, since the latter two display concepts may
require further interpretation by the crew to determine the
actual hazard to the airplane.
A preliminary evaluation of the display algorithms was made,
using an analytical microburst model. This analysis indicates
that the display concept is valid, but that further analysis and
piloted simulations are necessary to address numerous issues. The
most important issues are the assumptions made in the display
algorithms about future thrust values and flight path angle. If
thrust is assumed fixed at the approach value, the airplane may
perform better than predicted by the display, possibly reducing
pilot confidence in the display. If thrust is assumed to freely
vary, the threat may be underestimated, and the crew may fly into
a wind shear that could prevent the airplane from maintaining
level flight at full thrust. Another issue is the fact that the
area of greatest displayed hazard is not in the core of the
microburst, but at the far side of the microburst. This
presentation reflects the fact that airplane energy state will be
minimum in that region, bu_ it may lead the pilot into believing
that the microburst is farther away than it actually is.
_4
Other issues to be addressed are fundamental to all forward-
look display concepts. One question is whether to display only
performance-decreasing shears, or to also show areas of
performance increase. With forward-look systems, display of a
performance-increasing shear region may improve pilot confidence
in the system, since pilots may penetrate that region and see the
correlation between actual and predicted performance. Situational
awareness may also be improved by display of performance
increasing regions, since microbursts will likely show different
hazard "signatures" than other types of shear, such as
temperature inversions. Another fundamental need is the ability
to accurately estimate F-factor without direct knowledge of
vertical wind components.
Batch simulations, incorporating airplane performance models
and piloted simulations will be necessary to explore the dynamics
of the display and its usefulness to flight crews. The display
should also be evaluated with additional wind models, including
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Table 1 - Energy Height Display Data with
Fixed-Thrust Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200 feet
Distance to microburst = 22000 feet
Reference airspeed = 137 knots
Scan elevation = -0.050
Scan bin length = 450 feet
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000 feet
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
] 1225 -0.005 -0
2 1675 -0.005 -0
3 2125 -0.005 -0
4 2575 -0.005 -0
5 3025 -0.006 -0
6 3475 -0.006 -0
7 3925 -0.006 -0
8 4375 -0.006 -0
9 4825 -0.007 -0
10 5275 -0.007 -0
11 5725 -0.007 -0
12 6175 -0.007 -0
13 6625 -0.008 -0
14 7075 -0.008 -0
15 7525 -0.008 -0
16 7975 -0.009 -0
17 8425 -0.009 -0
18 8875 -0.009 -0
19 9325 -0.010 -0
20 9775 -0.010 -0
21 10225 -0.011 -0
22 10675 -0.011 -0

























































































































































































































































































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20













































































-0.009 -0.009 -0.050 21.6 21.6
-0.009 -0.009 -0.050 25.7 25.5
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 30.0 29.6
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 34.4 33.7
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 39.1 38.0
-0.011 -0.010 -0.050 43.9 42.3
-0.011 -0.010 -0.050 49.0 46.8
-0.012 -0.010 -0.050 54.2 51.4
-0.012 -0.014 -0.050 59.6 57.9
-0.013 -0.024 -0.050 65.4 68.6
-0.014 -0.026 -0.050 71.9 80.4
-0.016 -0.029 -0.050 79.1 93.4
-0.018 -0.032 -0.050 87.3 107.9
-0.020 -0.036 -0.050 96.4 124.0
-0.023 -0.040 -0.050 106.8 142.0
-0.026 -0.045 -0.050 118.7 162.3
-0.030 -0.051 -0.050 132.2 185.3



















































































































































Table ! - Continued.
19 9325 -0.041 -0.068 -0.050 150.5 227.8
20 9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.050 171.9 262.7
21 10225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.050 196.3 302.1
22 10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.050 223.7 345.4






















































































































































































Table I - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown =
Range to core =
Time =

































































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core = 8]25
Time = 60













































































































































































































































































Table 1 - Concluded.
Altitude =
Distance flown =







































































Distance flown = 20813
Range to core = 1187
Time = 90
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 0.355 0.337 -0.050
2 1675 0.301 0.224 -0.050
3 2125 0.127 -0.015 -0.050
4 2575 -0.161 -0.359 -0.050
5 3025 -0.508 -0.734 -0.050


















Table 2 - Energy Height Display Data with
Autothrottle Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000 feet
Autothrottle used from -0.070 to 0.050 perf ratio
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0


















































































































































Table 2 - Continued.
Altitude = 1084
Distance flown = 2313































































































































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20








































"Fable 2 - Continued.
6 3475 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
7 3925 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
8 4375 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
9 4825 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
I0 5275 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
11 5725 -0.011 -0.010 -0.060
12 6175 -0.011 -0.010 -0.060
13 6625 -0.012 -0.010 -0.060
14 7075 -0.012 -0.014 -0.064
15 7525 -0.013 -0.024 -0.070
16 7975 -0.014 -0.026 -0.070
17 8425 -0.0]6 -0.029 -0.070
18 8875 -0.018 -0.032 -0.070
19 9325 -0.020 -0.036 -0.070
20 9775 -0.023 -0.040 -0.070
21 10225 -0.026 -0.045 -0.070
22 10675 -0.030 -0.051 -0.070






































Distance flown = 6938
Range to core = 15062
Time = 30
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
1 1225 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
2 1675 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
3 2125 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
4 2575 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
5 3025 -0.010 -0.010 -0.060
6 3475 -0.011 -0.010 -0.060
7 3925 -0.011 -0.010 -0.060
8 4375 -0.012 -0.010 -0.060
9 4825 -0.012 -0.016 -0.066
10 5275 -0.013 -0.024 -0.070
11 5725 -0.015 -0.027 -0.070
12 6175 -0.016 -0.029 -0.070
13 6625 -0.0]8 -0.033 -0.070
14 7075 -0.02] -0.036 -0.070
15 7525 -0.024 -0.041 -0.070
16 7975 -0.027 -0.046 -0.070
17 8425 -0.03] -0.052 -0.070
















































9325 -0.041 -0.068 -0.070
9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.070
10225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.070
10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.070
































































































































































































Table 2 - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown :






Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F
I 1225 -0.015 -0
2 1675 -0.017 -0
3 2125 -0.019 -0
4 2575 -0.021 -0
5 3025 -0.024 -0
6 3475 -0.028 -0
7 3925 -0.032 -0
8 4375 -0.037 -0
9 4825 -0.043 -0
10 5275 -0.049 -0
11 5725 -0.056 -0
]2 6175 -0.062 -0
13 6625 -0.065 -0
14 7075 -0.060 -0
15 7525 -0.043 -0
16 7975 -0.011 -0
17 8425 0.041 0
18 8875 0.III 0
19 9325 0.195 0
20 9775 0.281 0
21 10225 0.344 0
22 10675 0.344 0




































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core = 8125
Time = 60








































Table 2 - Continued.
6 3475 -0.057 -0.092
7 3925 -0.063 -0.099
8 4375 -0.065 -0.099
9 4825 -0.058 -0.087
10 5275 -0.040 -0.057
II 5725 -0.005 -0.005
12 6175 0.049 0.068
13 6625 0.122 0.157
14 7075 0.207 0.250
15 7525 0.292 0.326
16 7975 0.349 0.351
17 8425 0.336 0.286
18 8875 0.215 0.I00
19 9325 -0.029 -0.206
20 9775 -0.362 -0.581


































































Distance flown = 16188
Range to core = 5812
Time = 70
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
I 1225 -0.058 -0.093
2 1675 -0.063 -0.099
3 2125 -0.064 -0.098
4 2575 -0.057 -0.084
5 3025 -0.036 -0.051
6 3475 0.002 0.004
7 3925 0.058 0.079
8 4375 0.133 0.170
9 4825 0.220 0.262
I0 5275 0.302 0.333
1! 5725 0.352 0.349
12 6175 0.327 0.268
13 6625 0.188 0.064
14 7075 -0.072 -0.256
15 7525 -0.411 -0.633






















































































































































































































Table 3 - Energy Height Display Data with
Go-around Thrust Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = ]37
Scan elevation (radians) =
Scan bin length (feet) =
Scan range is from 1000 to




0.15 then perf ratio =
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0












































































Table 3 - Continued.
Altitude = 1084
Distance flown = 2313
Range to core = 19687
Time = 10





























































































































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = ]7375
Time = 20













































































-0.009 -0.009 -0.050 21.6 21.6
-0.009 -0.009 -0.050 25.7 25.5
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 30.0 29.6
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 34.4 33.7
-0.010 -0.009 -0.050 39.1 38.0
-0.011 -0.010 -0.050 43.9 42.3
-0.011 -0.010 -0.050 49.0 46.8
-0.012 -0.010 -0.050 54.2 51.4
-0.012 -0.014 -0.050 59.6 57.9
-0.013 -0.024 -0.050 65.4 68.6
-0.014 -0.026 -0.050 71.9 80.4
-0.016 -0.029 -0.050 79.1 93.4
-0.018 -0.032 -0.050 87.3 107.9
-0.020 -0.036 -0.050 96.4 124.0
-0.023 -0.040 -0.050 106.8 142.0
-0.026 -0.045 -0.050 118.7 162.3
-0.030 -0.051 -0.050 132.2 185.3
-0.035 -0.058 -0.050 147.8 211.6
Altitude = 853
Distance flown = 6938
Range to core = 15062
Time = 30


















































































































































Table 3 - Continued.
18 8875 -0.035 -0.059 -0.050 132.1 197.2
19 9325 -0.041 -0.068 -0.050 150.5 227.8
20 9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.050 171.9 262.7
21 10225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.050 196.3 302.1
22 10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.050 223.7 345.4
23 11125 -0.065 -0.100 -0.050 252.7 390.4
Altitude = 737
Distance flown = 9250
Range to core = 12750
Time = 40
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
2 1675 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
3 2125 -0.012 -0.010 -0.050
4 2575 -0.012 -0.018 -0.050
5 3025 -0.013 -0.024 -0.050
6 3475 -0.015 -0.027 -0.050
7 3925 -0.017 -0.030 -0.050
8 4375 -0.019 -0.033 -0.050
9 4825 -0.021 -0.037 -0.050
10 5275 -0.024 -0.041 -0.050
11 5725 -0.027 -0.047 -0.050
12 6175 -0.031 -0.053 -0.050
13 6625 -0.036 -0.060 -0.050
14 7075 -0.042 -0.069 -0.050
15 7525 -0.048 -0.079 -0.050
16 7975 -0.055 -0.089 -0.050
17 8425 -0.062 -0.097 -0.050
18 8875 -0.065 -0.100 -0.050
19 9325 -0.061 -0.092 -0.050
20 9775 -0.047 -0.067 -0.050
21 10225 -0.016 -0.022 -0.050
22 10675 0.033 0.046 -0.050




















































Table 3 - Continued.
Altitude = 622
Distance flown = 11563
Range to core = 10437
Time = 50





























































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core : 8125
Time = 60


































Table 3 - Continued.
5 3025 -0.050 -0.082 -0.050 86.6 143.8
6 3475 -0.057 -0.092 -0.050 112.4 185.0
7 3925 -0.063 -0.099 -0.050 140.6 229.4
8 4375 -0.065 -0.099 -0.050 169.7 273.9
9 4825 -0.058 -0.087 -0.050 196.0 313.0
10 5275 -0.040 -0.057 -0.050 213.9 338.7
11 5725 -0.005 -0.005 -0.050 216.0 341.0
12 6175 0.049 0.068 -0.050 193.7 310.5
13 6625 0.]22 0.157 0.140 138.9 325.4
14 7075 0.207 0.250 0.140 131.2 298.4
15 7525 0.292 0.326 0.140 85.2 237.3
16 7975 0.349 0.351 0.140 13.8 164.7
]7 8425 0.336 0.286 0.140 -52.] 121.5
18 8875 0.215 0.100 0.140 -63.4 162.1
19 9325 -0.029 -0.206 0.]40 35.2 340.3
20 9775 -0.362 -0.581 0.140 283.7 687.1
21 10225 -0.693 -0.918 0.140 680.9 1185.7
Altitude =
Distance flown =
Range to core =
Time =







1 1225 -0.058 -0.093 -0.050
2 1675 -0.063 -0.099 -0.050
3 2125 -0.064 -0.098 -0.050
4 2575 -0.057 -0.084 -0.050
5 3025 -0.036 -0.051 -0.050
6 3475 0.002 0.004 -0.050
7 3925 0.058 0.079 -0.050
8 4375 0.133 0.]70 0.140
9 4825 0.220 0.262 0.140
10 5275 0.302 0.333 0.140
11 5725 0.352 0.349 0.140
12 6175 0.327 0.268 0.140
13 6625 0.188 0.064 0.]40
14 7075 -0.072 -0.256 0.140
15 7525 -0.411 -0.633 0.140































































































































































































Table 4 . Energy Height Display Data with
Zero-Elevation Scan Assumption
Initial altitude = ]200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = ]37
Scan elevation (radians) = 0.000
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
feet
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
l 1225 -0.005 0.000
2 ]675 -0.005 0.000
3 2]25 -0.005 0.000
4 2575 -0.005 0.000
5 3025 -0.006 0.000
6 3475 -0.006 0.000
7 3925 -0.006 0.000
8 4375 -0.006 0.000
9 4825 -0.007 0.000
10 5275 -0.007 0.000
]1 5725 -0.007 0.000
12 6175 -0.007 0.000
13 6625 -0.008 0.000
14 7075 -0.008 0.000
15 7525 -0.008 0.000
16 7975 -0.009 0.000
17 8425 -0.009 0.000
18 8875 -0.009 0.000
19 9325 -0.0]0 0.000
20 9775 -0.0]0 0.000
2] ]0225 -0.011 0.000
22 ]0675 -0.011 0.000











































































Table 4 - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown =






Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W Real-Eh
Error
] ]225 -0.006 0.000 -0.050 2.6
2 ]675 -0.006 0.000 -0.050 5.4
3 2125 -0.006 0.000 -0.050 8.2
4 2575 -0.007 0.000 -0.050 11.2
5 3025 -0.007 0.000 -0.050 14.3
6 3475 -0.007 0.000 -0.050 17.5
7 3925 -0.007 0.000 -0.050 20.9
8 4375 -0.008 0.000 -0.050 24.4
9 4825 -0.008 0.000 -0.050 28.0
10 5275 -0.008 0.000 -0.050 31.8
11 5725 -0.009 0.000 -0.050 35.7
12 6175 -0.009 0.000 -0.050 39.8
13 6625 -0.009 0.000 -0.050 44.1
14 7075 -0.010 0.000 -0.050 48.6
15 7525 -0.010 0.000 -0.050 53.2
16 7975 -0.011 0.000 -0.050 58.0
17 8425 -0.011 0.000 -0.050 63.0
18 8875 -0.012 0.000 -0.050 68.2
19 9325 -0.012 -0.001 -0.050 73.6
20 9775 -0.013 -0.007 -0.050 79.3
21 10225 -0.014 -0.007 -0.050 85.7
22 10675 -0.016 -0.008 -0.050 92.8



























Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20


































Table 4 - Continued.
5 3025 -0.008 0.000 -0.05
6 3475 -0.009 0.000 -0.05
7 3925 -0.009 0.000 -0.05
8 4375 -0.010 0.000 -0.05
9 4825 -0.010 0.000 -0.05
I0 5275 -0.010 0.000 -0.05
11 5725 -0.011 0.000 -0.05
12 6175 -0.011 0.000 -0.05
13 6625 -0.012 0.000 -0.05
14 7075 -0.012 -0.002 -0.05
15 7525 -0.013 -0.008 -0.05
16 7975 -0.014 -0.009 -0.05
17 8425 -0.016 -0.010 -0.05
18 8875 -0.018 -0.011 -0.05
19 9325 -0.020 -0.012 -0.05
20 9775 -0.023 -0.014 -0.05
21 10225 -0.026 -0.015 -0.05
22 10675 -0.030 -0.018 -0.05









































Range to core =
Time =







1 ]225 -0.009 0.000
2 1675 -0.009 0.000
3 2125 -0.010 0.000
4 2575 -0.010 0.000
5 3025 -0.010 0.000
6 3475 -0.011 0.000
7 3925 -0.011 0.000
8 4375 -0.012 0.000
9 4825 -0.012 -0.004
10 5275 -0.013 -0.009
11 5725 -0.015 -0.010
12 6175 -0.016 -0.011
13 6625 -0.018 -0.013
14 7075 -0.021 -0.014
15 7525 -0.024 -0.016























































Table 4 - Continued.
17 8425 -0.031 -0.021 -0.050 116.1 52.2
18 8875 -0.035 -0.024 -0.050 132.1 62.8
19 9325 -0.041 -0.027 -0.050 150.5 75.1
20 9775 -0.047 -0.031 -0.050 171.9 89.2
21 10225 -0.054 -0.036 -0.050 196.3 105.3
22 10675 -0.061 -0.039 -0.050 223.7 122.8






















































































































































































Table 4 - Continued.
Altitude = 622
Distance flown = 11563
Range to core = 10437
Time = 50








































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4 - Concluded.
Altitude = 275
Distance flown = 18500
Range to core = 3500
Time = 80




















































































































































Table 5 - Energy lleight Display Data with
Higher Altitude Pass Through Microburst
Initial altitude = 1500
Distance to microburst : 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
feet
Altitude = 1500
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0




























































































































Table 5 - Continued.
Altitude = ]384
Distance flown = 2313
Range to core = 19687
Time = 10















































































































































































































































Table 5 - Continued.
8 4375 -0.006 -0.006 -0.050
9 4825 -0.006 -0.006 -0.050
10 5275 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
11 5725 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
12 6175 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
13 6625 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
14 7075 -0.007 -0.010 -0.050
15 7525 -0.008 -0.017 -0.050
16 7975 -0.008 -0.019 -0.050
17 8425 -0.009 -0.021 -0.050
18 8875 -0.011 -0.023 -0.050
19 9325 -0.012 -0.026 -0.050
20 9775 -0.014 -0.029 -0.050
21 ]0225 -0.0]6 -0.033 -0.050
22 10675 -0.018 -0.038 -0.050


































Distance flown = 6938
Range to core = 15062
Time = 30
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 -0.005 -0.006 -0.050
2 1675 -0.005 -0.006 -0.050
3 2125 -0.006 -0.006 -0.050
4 2575 -0.006 -0.006 -0.050
5 3025 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
6 3475 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
7 3925 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
8 4375 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
9 4825 -0.007 -0.011 -0.050
10 5275 -0.008 -0.017 -0.050
11 5725 -0.009 -0.019 -0.050
12 6175 -0.010 -0.021 -0.050
13 6625 -0.011 -0.023 -0.050
14 7075 -0.012 -0.026 -0.050
15 7525 -0.014 -0.030 -0.050
16 7975 -0.016 -0.034 -0.050
17 8425 -0.018 -0.038 -0.050
18 8875 -0.021 -0.044 -0.050
19 9325 -0.025 -0.051 -0.050
20 9775 -0.029 -0.059 -0.050
21 10225 -0.033 -0.067 -0.050
22 10675 -0.036 -0.075 -0.050




















































Table 5 - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown =


























































































































































Distance flown = 11563
Range to core = 10437
Time = 50
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 -0.009 -0.019 -0.050
2 1675 -0.010 -0.022 -0.050
3 2125 -0.011 -0.024 -0.050
4 2575 -0.013 -0.027 -0.050
5 3025 -0.015 -0.031 -0.050
6 3475 -0.017 -0.035 -0.050






































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core = 8125
Time = 60




















































































































































Table 5 - Continued.
Altitude = 691
Distance flown = 16188
Range to core = 5812
Time = 70





























































































































Distance flown = 18500
Range to core = 3500
Time = 80
BAn # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
I 1225 0.038 0.006
2 1675 0.093 0.071
3 2125 0.162 0.149
4 2575 0.235 0.227
5 3025 0.300 0.290
6 3475 0.342 0.323





























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6 - Airspeed Deviation Display Data with
Fixed.Thrust Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0




















































































































































Table 6 - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown =






Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
1 1225 -0.006 -0.006 -0.050
2 1675 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
3 2125 -0.006 -0.007 -0.050
4 2575 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
5 3025 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
6 3475 -0.007 -0.007 -0.050
7 3925 -0.007 -0.008 -0.050
8 4375 -0.008 -0.008 -0.050
9 4825 -0.008 -0.008 -0.050
10 5275 -0.008 -0.008 -0.050
11 5725 -0.009 -0.009 -0.050
12 6175 -0.009 -0.009 -0.050
13 6625 -0.009 -0.009 -0.050
14 7075 -0.010 -0.009 -0.050
15 7525 -0.010 -0.009 -0.050
16 7975 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
17 8425 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
18 8875 -0.012 -0.010 -0.050
19 9325 -0.012 -0.013 -0.050
20 9775 -0.013 -0.023 -0.050
21 10225 -0.014 -0.026 -0.050
22 10675 -0.016 -0.029 -0.050




















































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20
































































3925 -0.009 -0.009 -0.050
4375 -0.010 -0.009 -0.050
4825 -0.010 -0.009 -0.050
5275 -0.010 -0.009 -0.050
5725 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
6175 -0.011 -0.010 -0.050
6625 -0.012 -0.010 -0.050
7075 -0.012 -0.014 -0.050
7525 -0.013 -0.024 -0.050
7975 -0.014 -0.026 -0.050
8425 -0.016 -0.029 -0.050
8875 -0.018 -0.032 -0.050
9325 -0.020 -0.036 -0.050
9775 -0.023 -0.040 -0.050
0225 -0.026 -0.045 -0.050
0675 -0.030 -0.05] -0.050












































































































































































9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.050
10225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.050
10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.050










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6 - Concluded.
Altitude = 275
Distance flown = 18500
Range to core = 3500
Time = 80



















































































Distance flown = 20813
Range to core = 1187
Time = 90
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 0.355 0.337 -0.050
2 1675 0.301 0.224 -0.050
3 2125 0.127 -0.015 -0.050
4 2575 -0.161 -0.359 -0.050
5 3025 -0.508 -0.734 -0.050


















Table 7 - Airspeed Deviation Display Data with
Autothrottle Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000 feet
Autothrottle used from -0.070 to 0.050 perf ratio
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W Real-V
Error
1 1225 -0.005 -0.006 -0.056
2 1675 -0.005 -0.006 -0.056
3 2]25 -0.005 -0.006 -0.056
4 2575 -0.005 -0.006 -0.056
5 3025 -0.006 -0.006 -0.056
6 3475 -0.006 -0.006 -0.056
7 3925 -0.006 -0.007 -0.057
8 4375 -0.006 -0.007 -0.057
9 4825 -0.007 -0.007 -0.057
10 5275 -0.007 -0.007 -0.057
11 5725 -0.007 -0.007 -0.057
12 6175 -0.007 -0.008 -0.058
]3 6625 -0.008 -0.008 -0.058
]4 7075 -0.008 -0.008 -0.058
]5 7525 -0.008 -0.008 -0.058
16 7975 -0.009 -0.008 -0.058
17 8425 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
18 8875 -0.009 -0.009 -0.059
19 9325 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
20 9775 -0.010 -0.009 -0.059
21 I0225 -0.011 -0.010 -0.060
22 10675 -O.Oll -0.010 -0.060


















































Table 7 . Continued.
Altitude = 1084
Distance flown = 2313
Range to core = 19687
Time = 10





























































































































































































































































Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
1 1225 -0.009 -0.009
2 1675 -0.009 -0.009
3 2125 -0.010 -0.009
4 2575 -0.010 -0.009
5 3025 -0.010 -0.010
6 3475 -0.011 -0.010
7 3925 -0.011 -0.010
8 4375 -0.012 -0.010
9 4825 -0.012 -0.016
I0 5275 -0.013 -0.024
11 5725 -0.015 -0.027
12 6175 -0.016 -0.029
13 6625 -0.018 -0.033
14 7075 -0.021 -0.036
15 7525 -0.024 -0.041
16 7975 -0.027 -0.046
17 8425 -0.031 -0.052





























































Table 7 - Continued.
19 9325 -0.041 -0.068 -0.070
20 9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.070
21 10225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.070
22 10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.070












Distance flown = 9250
Range to core = 12750
Time = 40
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
1 1225 -0.011 -0.010
2 1675 -0.011 -0.010
3 2125 -0.012 -0.010
4 2575 -0.012 -0.018
5 3025 -0.013 -0.024
6 3475 -0.015 -0.027
7 3925 -0.017 -0.030
8 4375 -0.019 -0.033
9 4825 -0.021 -0.037
10 5275 -0.024 -0.041
11 5725 -0.027 -0.047
12 6175 -0.031 -0.053
13 6625 -0.036 -0.060
14 7075 -0.042 -0.069
15 7525 -0.048 -0.079
16 7975 -0.055 -0.089
17 8425 -0.062 -0.097
18 8875 -0.065 -0.100
19 9325 -0.061 -0.092
20 9775 -0.047 -0.067
21 10225 -0.016 -0.022
22 10675 0.033 0.046












































































Table 7 - Continued.
Altitude = 622
Distance flown = 11563
Range to core = 10437
Time = 50




























































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core = 8125
Time = 60








































Table 7 - Continued.
6 3475 -0.057 -0.092 -0.070 5
7 3925 -0.063 -0.099 -0.070 7
8 4375 -0.065 -0.099 -0.070 9
9 4825 -0.058 -0.087 -0.070 11
10 5275 -0.040 -0.057 -0.070 12
11 5725 -0.005 -0.005 -0.055 12
12 6175 0.049 0.068 0.018 12
13 6625 0.122 0.157 0.050 11
14 7075 0.207 0.250 0.050 3
15 7525 0.292 0.326 0.050 -6
16 7975 0.349 0.351 0.050 -17
17 8425 0.336 0.286 0.050 -27
18 8875 0.215 0.100 0.050 -33
19 9325 -0.029 -0.206 -0.070 -34
20 9775 -0.362 -0.581 -0.070 -24


































Distance flown = 16188
Range to core : 5812
Time = 70
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F (T-D)/W
I 1225 -0.058 -0.093 -0.070
2 1675 -0.063 -0.099 -0.070
3 2125 -0.064 -0.098 -0.070
4 2575 -0.057 -0.084 -0.070
5 3025 -0.036 -0.051 -0.070
6 3475 0.002 0.004 -0.046
7 3925 0.058 0.079 0.029
8 4375 0.133 0.]70 0.050
9 4825 0.220 0.262 0.050
10 5275 0.302 0.333 0.050
11 5725 0.352 0.349 0.050
12 6175 0.327 0.268 0.050
13 6625 0.188 0.064 0.014
14 7075 -0.072 -0.256 -0.070
15 7525 -0.411 -0.633 -0.070






































Table 7 - Concluded.
Altitude =
Distance flown =
Range to core =
Time =





































































Distance flown = 20813
Range to core = 1187
Time = 90
Bin # Distance to
bin center




1 1225 0.355 0.337 0.050 -11.2 -10.6
2 1675 0.301 0.224 0.050 -19.8 -16.5
3 2125 0.127 -0.015 -0.065 -22.3 -18.1
4 2575 -0.161 -0.359 -0.070 -19.3 -8.7
5 3025 -0.508 -0.734 -0.070 -3.9 14.7
6 3475 -0.794 -1.007 -0.070 27.1 54.8
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Table 8 - Airspeed Deviation Display Data with
Go-around Thrust Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.05 till F >
feet
0.15 then perf ratio =
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0




I 1225 -0.005 -0.006
2 1675 -0.005 -0.006
3 2125 -0.005 -0.006
4 2575 -0.005 -0.006
5 3025 -0.006 -0.006
6 3475 -0.006 -0.006
7 3925 -0.006 -0.007
8 4375 -0.006 -0.007
9 4825 -0.007 -0.007
10 5275 -0.007 -0.007
11 5725 -0.007 -0.007
12 6175 -0.007 -0.008
13 6625 -0.008 -0.008
14 7075 -0.008 -0.008
15 7525 -0.008 -0.008
16 7975 -0.009 -0.008
17 8425 -0.009 -0.009
18 8875 -0.009 -0.009
19 9325 -0.010 -0.009
20 9775 -0.010 -0.009
21 10225 -0.011 -0.010
22 10675 -0.011 -0.010







-0. 050 1.0 1 • 1
-0. 050 1.2 1.4
-0.050 1.4 1.6
-0.050 1 .7 1 .9
















Table 8 - Continued.
Altitude = 1084
Distance flown = 2313
Range to core = 19687
Time = 10









































• 010 -0.009 -0.050
• 011 -0.010 -0.050
• 011 -0.010 -0.050
.012 -0.010 -0.050
.012 -0.013 -0.050
• 013 -0.023 -0.050
.014 -0.026 -0.050
• 016 -0.029 -0.050




















































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20




































































































































Distance flown = 6938
Range to core = 15062
Time = 30








































































































































Table 8 - Continued.
19 9325 -0.041 -0.068 -0.050
20 9775 -0.047 -0.078 -0.050
21 ]0225 -0.054 -0.088 -0.050
22 10675 -0.061 -0.096 -0.050













Range to core =
Time =







1 1225 -0.011 -0.010
2 1675 -0.011 -0.010
3 2125 -0.012 -0.010
4 2575 -0.012 -0.018
5 3025 -0.013 -0.024
6 3475 -0.015 -0.027
7 3925 -0.017 -0.030
8 4375 -0.019 -0.033
9 4825 -0.021 -0.037
10 5275 -0.024 -0.041
II 5725 -0.027 -0.047
12 6175 -0.031 -0.053
13 6625 -0.036 -0.060
14 7075 -0.042 -0.069
15 7525 -0.048 -0.079
16 7975 -0.055 -0.089
17 8425 -0.062 -0.097
18 8875 -0.065 -0.100
19 9325 -0.061 -0.092
20 9775 -0.047 -0.067
21 10225 -0.016 -0.022
22 10675 0.033 0.046



































































































































































































































































































































3025 -0.050 -0.082 -0.050 8.0 13.2
3475 -0.057 -0.092 -0.050 10.4 17.2
3925 -0.063 -0.099 -0.050 13.2 21.5
4375 -0.065 -0.099 -0.050 16.2 26.0
4825 -0.058 -0.087 -0.050 18.9 30.1
5275 -0.040 -0.057 -0.050 20.8 32.9
5725 -0.005 -0.005 -0.050 21.0 33.1
6175 0.049 0.068 -0.050 18.6 29.8
6625 0.122 0.157 0.140 12.8 29.0
7075 0.207 0.250 0.140 9.7 24.0
7525 0.292 0.326 0.140 3.3 16.2
7975 0.349 0.351 0.140 -4.6 8.1
8425 0.336 0.286 0.140 -11.5 3.0
8875 0.215 0.100 0.140 -14.0 4.3
9325 -0.029 -0.206 0.140 -8.5 15.5
9775 -0.362 -0.581 0.140 8.4 39.8





































































































































Table 8 - Concluded.
Altitude =
Distance flown =






Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
I 1225 0.008 0.013
2 1675 0.068 0.091
3 2125 0.145 0.183
4 2575 0.232 0.274
5 3025 0.312 0.340
6 3475 0.354 0.344
7 3925 0.315 0.247
8 4375 0.159 0.025
9 4825 -0.116 -0.307
10 5275 -0.460 -0.684








































Distance flown = 20813
Range to core = I187
Time = 90
Bin # Distance to
bin center




1 1225 0.355 0.337 0.140 -7.9 -7.3
2 1675 0.301 0.224 0.140 -13.4 -10.1
3 2125 0.127 -0.015 0.140 -13.0 -5.1
4 2575 -0.161 -0.359 0.140 -3.1 11.2
5 3025 -0.508 -0.734 0.140 19.7 42.0
6 3475 -0.794 -1.007 0.140 59.7 91.1
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Table 9 . Airspeed Deviation Display Data with
Zero-Elevation Scan Assumption
Initial altitude = 1200
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = 0.000
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from 1000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
feet
Altitude = 1200
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0


















































































































































Table 9 - Continued.
Altitude = 1084
Distance flown = 2313
Range to core = 19687
Time = 10
Bin | Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
1 1225 -0.006 0.000
2 1675 -0.006 0.000
3 2125 -0.006 0.000
4 2575 -0.007 0.000
5 3025 -0.007 0.000
6 3475 -0.007 0.000
7 3925 -0.007 0.000
8 4375 -0.008 0.000
9 4825 -0.008 0.000
10 5275 -0.008 0.000
11 5725 -0.009 0.000
12 6175 -0.009 0.000
13 6625 -0.009 0.000
14 7075 -0.010 0.000
15 7525 -0.010 0.000
16 7975 -0.011 0.000
17 8425 -0.011 0.000
18 8875 -0.012 0.000
19 9325 -0.012 -0.001
20 9775 -0.013 -0.007
21 10225 -0.014 -0.007
22 10675 -0.016 -0.008












































































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20






















































3025 -0.008 0.000 -0.050
3475 -0.009 0.000 -0.050
3925 -0.009 0.000 -0.050
4375 -0.010 0.000 -0.050
4825 -0.010 0.000 -0.050
5275 -0.010 0.000 -0.050
5725 -0.011 0.000 -0.050
6175 -0.011 0.000 -0.050
6625 -0.012 0.000 -0.050
7075 -0.0]2 -0.002 -0.050
7525 -0.013 -0.008 -0.050
7975 -0.014 -0.009 -0.050
8425 -0.016 -0.010 -0.050
8875 -0.018 -0.011 -0.050
9325 -0.020 -0.012 -0.050
9775 -0.023 -0.014 -0.050
0225 -0.026 -0.015 -0.050
0675 -0.030 -0.018 -0.050











































































































































































Table 9 - Continued.
17 8425 -0.03] -0.021 -0.050
18 8875 -0.035 -0.024 -0.050
19 9325 -0.041 -0.027 -0.050
20 9775 -0.047 -0.031 -0.050
21 ]0225 -0.054 -0.036 -0.050
22 10675 -0.061 -0.039 -0.050











































































































































































Table 9 - Continued.
Altitude = 622
Distance flown = I1563
Range to core = ]0437
Time = 50






















































































































































































































Table 9 - Continued.
5 3025 -0.050 -0.048
6 3475 -0.057 -0.054
7 3925 -0.063 -0.057
8 4375 -0.065 -0.055
9 4825 -0.058 -0.044
10 5275 -0.040 -0.019
11 5725 -0.005 0.023
12 6175 0.049 0.080
13 6625 0.122 0.146
14 7075 0.207 0.211
15 7525 0.292 0.259
16 7975 0.349 0.279
17 8425 0.336 0.263
18 8875 0.215 0.213
19 9325 -0.029 0.144
20 9775 -0.362 0.070






































































Distance flown = 16188
Range to core = 5812
Time = 70
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
1 1225 -0.058 -0.060
2 1675 -0.063 -0.063
3 2125 -0.064 -0.059
4 2575 -0.057 -0.045
5 3025 -0.036 -0.015
6 3475 0.002 0.033
7 3925 0.058 0.097
8 4375 0.133 0.170
9 4825 0.220 0.242
I0 5275 0.302 0.294
II 5725 0.352 0.314
12 6175 0.327 0.293
13 6625 0.188 0.235
14 7075 -0.072 0.154
15 7525 -0.411 0.070






















































































































































































































Table 10 - Airspeed Deviation Display Data with
Higher Altitude Pass Through Microburst
Initial altitude = 1500
Distance to microburst = 22000
Reference airspeed = 137
Scan elevation (radians) = -0.050
Scan bin length (feet) = 450
Scan range is from ]000 to 12000
Perf ratio fixed at -0.050
feet
Altitude = 1500
Distance flown = 0
Range to core = 22000
Time = 0



























































































































Table I0 - Continued.
Altitude =
Distance flown =



































































































































Distance flown = 4625
Range to core = 17375
Time = 20























































































































Range to core =
Time =



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Distance flown = 13875
Range to core = 8125
Time = 60






































































































































Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
I 1225 -0.035 -0.072
2 1675 -0.037 -0.078
3 2125 -0.036 -0.079
4 2575 -0.026 -0.070
5 3025 -0.005 -0.046
6 3475 0.031 -0.002
7 3925 0.085 0.061
8 4375 0.]52 0.138
9 4825 0.225 0.216
10 5275 0.292 0.283
11 5725 0.338 0.321
12 6175 0.350 0.320
13 6625 0.324 0.279
14 7075 0.262 0.208
15 7525 0.182 0.126
16 7975 0.102 0.052
17 8425 0.036 -0.004
18 8875 -0.009 -0.039
19 9325 -0.035 -0.055
20 9775 -0.046 -0.060
21 10225 -0.050 -0.060
22 10675 -0.050 -0.059












































































Distance flown = 18500
Range to core = 3500
Time = 80
Bin # Distance to
bin center
Real-F Est-F
I 1225 0.038 0.006
2 1675 0.093 0.071
3 2125 0.162 0.149
4 2575 0.235 0.227
5 3025 0.300 0.290
6 3475 0.342 0.323













































4375 0.317 0.270 -0.050
4825 0.252 0.197 -0.050
5275 0.171 0.115 -0.050
5725 0.092 0.043 -0.050
6]75 0.028 -0.010 -0.050
6625 -0.014 -0.042 -0.050
7075 -0.037 -0.056 -0.050
7525 -0.047 -0.060 -0.050
7975 -0.050 -0.060 -0.050
8425 -0.050 -0.059 -0.050
8875 -0.052 -0.063 -0.050
9325 -0.058 -0.072 -0.050
9775 -0.072 -0.091 -0.050
10225 -0.095 -0.123 -0.050
10675 -0.135 -0.174 -0.050


































Distance flown = 20813
Range to core = 1187
Time = 90















































































































































Table 10 - Concluded.
Altitude = 344
Distance flown = 23126
Range to core = -1126
Time = 100







































































































































Wh , radius = 0
2O 0
Wind speed, knots
Wx, radius = 2391 ft.
2O 4O
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